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In our Commonwealth the widening gap between rich and the poor has become 
intolerable.  In every city and town across this Commonwealth, we have citizens who 
are living lives of economic desperation, unable to properly clothe and feed 
themselves, unable to afford adequate housing, and seeing their children 
succumbing to the pressures of an unsafe and unhealthy environment.  Parents find 
themselves so preoccupied with day-to-day survival that they are unable to seek the 
education or job placement that could lead to a better life. 
 
Here in Massachusetts, 31% of the children are living in poverty or near poverty.  In 
predominantly black communities this number reaches a staggering 57%.  Today 
19% of Massachusetts residents require food stamps to feed their families.  Working 
families see rents that increase faster than their income, and they can't make ends 
meet.  More than  20,000 people in Massachusetts are homeless.  Waiting lists to 
find suitable housing for homeless individuals,  poor families, seniors and the 
disabled are years long. 
 
It doesn't have to be this way.  As humans, we contain within us enormous powers 
for good, for cooperation, for healing, and for helping each other realize our dreams.  
We live in one of the wealthiest states in one of the wealthiest nations in the world.  
It is not a matter of having inadequate resources.  It is a matter of having the clarity 
of purpose that says that our resources must serve the people and not be 
appropriated to benefit the few.  It is a matter of saying that the human capital - the 
potential of our people - is no longer to be wasted, but is to be cherished, nurtured, 
and used to enrich our lives. 
 
We believe that every human being in our great Commonwealth has a right to a life 
that is free from economic distress.  We assert that every human being has 
enormous potential value to their families, to their neighborhoods, and to society.  
By helping everyone realize their full potential, we can bring about the healthy, 
productive, prosperous, and just society that we need and deserve. 
 
We believe that every single person in Massachusetts - and we do mean everyone - 
deserves dignity, respect, and love. 
 
Today we call for a dawn of justice in the economic life of our Commonwealth.  We 
call for a reorientation of public policy to make economic justice the cornerstone of 
our budgets, policy planning, and legal system.  For too many years the moral 
principles and caring actions which we follow in our daily lives have been missing 
from our public life as laws and budgets are written to benefit professional lobbyists, 
elite corporate players,  Beacon Hill insiders, and the wealthy few who fund political 
campaigns.  It is time to replace the self-aggrandizing moral corruption that infects 



Beacon Hill with the good will and moral vision of the people of Massachusetts.  
Today we call for an Economic Bill of Rights for the people of Massachusetts that will 
guarantee each citizen a life of dignity and freedom from economic fear and distress. 
 
BREAKING THE CHAINS OF FEAR 
 
In order to dedicate ourselves to this new day, we must first break the chains of fear 
that bind us to the old system and cause us to turn against each other and to harden 
our hearts against the suffering of our neighbors.  The economic elite tell us that we 
must engage in a desperate competition for personal advantage in which we worry 
only about ourselves and seek to curry favor from the wealthy by serving them.  We 
must reject that advice because it disempowers us and exposes us to exploitation by 
the wealthy few with insider connections.  Instead we must come together in a spirit 
of love and respect to forge a society in which no individual is left behind - in which 
every individual is valued - and in which the economy is designed to ensure the 
prosperity of all the people. 
 
ECONOMIC BILL OF RIGHTS 
 
We call for our Commonwealth to enact an Economic Bill of Rights that would 
dedicate us to achieving freedom from the poisonous effects of economic inequality 
and suffering.  We call for a full employment economy in which no one who wishes to 
work is denied a job.   We call for capital investment in housing to ensure safe, 
decent housing for all.  We call for universal health care without medical 
bankruptcies or denial of coverage.  We call for call for a guaranteed minimum 
income to lift people out of poverty.  We call for free public education and an end to 
oppressive student debt. 
 
The concept of the Economic Bill of Rights dates back to Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
who urged in 1944 that freedom from economic distress be added to the political 
freedoms contained in the Bill of Rights in the U.S. Constitution.  As recently adopted 
by the Green Party, the Economic Bill of Rights asserts that human beings have a 
right to a right to employment,  a safe workplace, health care,  education, decent 
affordable housing, and freedom from hunger. 
 
A multilateral treaty known as the International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) was adopted by the UN General Assembly and went 
into force on 3 January 1976.   It recognizes the economic human rights of all people 
in the world by guaranteeing  the right to food, water, health, shelter, adequate 
clothing, free education, and employment.  As of 2014, the Covenant had been 
adopted by 162 countries . The treaty has never been ratified by the US Senate.  
However the resistance of the U.S. Senate should not prevent the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts from joining the majority view of the world community by endorsing 
what is right and just, and acting on it.  Massachusetts could and should be a model 
for the rest of our country in this regard. 
 
The Economic Bill of Rights is a society-wide commitment that would involve both 
public and private enterprises.  But a critical first step is for our elected officials to 
set the tone for how the public's business should be conducted to secure the 
economic rights of the people. 
 
While we feel that eventually an Economic Bill of Rights should be incorporated into 
our state constitution, we feel that the urgency of the situation does not allow us to 
wait for the lengthy process of amending the constitution. Therefore we would 
propose that there should first be a resolution adopted by the Massachusetts 



Legislature and endorsed by the Governor stating that both legislative and executive 
branches should take substantial actions to advance economic rights during the 
coming legislative session.  This resolution should require that all major budget, tax, 
and program decisions be subject to an analysis for their compatibility with the goals 
of the Economic Bill of Rights.  We would ask that a mandatory tax fairness analysis 
be conducted prior to the enactment any significant tax code change or fee proposal.  
We would ask that a moratorium on corporate welfare be part of this resolution. 
 
POVERTY 
 
Now a word about poverty.  The fact that here in Massachusetts 31% of our children 
are living in poverty should be treated as a crisis.  But it seems that our political 
leaders are content to just look away and give State of the State speeches claiming 
that their economic policies are working wonderfully.  We promise the people of this 
Commonwealth that the Green-Rainbow Party will not look away until the crisis we 
are experiencing is resolved. 
 
Poverty is not just a problem borne by the poor.  It is not a problem that the well-off 
can avoid by walling themselves off.  The deterioration of our cities affects us all.  
The waste of human talent affects us all.  We all suffer from the economic stagnation 
that results from denying workers their full place in the workforce.  We all bear the 
burden of paying for prisons, courts, and police to deal with social problems in 
economically distressed communities. 
 
We have all heard the arresting slogan of the United Negro College Fund:  "A mind is 
a terrible thing to waste".  Today, in Massachusetts, poverty is wasting the precious 
minds of too many children whose life opportunities are cut off by the economic 
conditions under which they live.  It is not just the empty seat of the college 
graduate who could have been.  Our society is diminished by every human being 
who fails to achieve their full potential.  When the young man who could have been a 
bus driver or a telephone repairman is instead found languishing in a penitentiary 
because he got entangled in the drug trade in his neighborhood, society has suffered 
a cruel loss that it can ill afford. 
 
And on a more personal level, we cannot afford the moral cancer that begins to grow 
when we harden our hearts toward our fellow human beings and tell ourselves that 
their problems are not our problem.  If it happens in any neighborhood, it is a 
problem for our neighborhood.  If it happens to their family, it is happening to our 
family, because in a very real sense all of humanity is our family. 
 
All too often it seems that the political establishment sends the message that you are 
worthy of economic inclusion only when some for-profit enterprise finds it profitable 
to employ you.  Otherwise they believe that it is fitting that you live a life of 
economic desperation.  That is why they are willing to see an entire generation 
crushed by rampant unemployment as the people wait for some elusive recovery 
that will come only when for-profit enterprises find that it is once again to their profit 
to begin hiring.  In fact, the economic elite sometimes explicitly state that your 
suffering is morally beneficial - that it may spur you to reform your ways and make 
yourself more useful to the holders of capital.  The assertion that the poor are 
responsible for their own situation provides a very convenient excuse for hardening 
the heart and tolerating suffering and injustice.  
 
Poverty should no more be tolerated than we should tolerate an epidemic of a deadly 
disease. It's not acceptable to wait year after year hoping that something will cause 
poverty and unemployment to abate.  Lives are destroyed each year that we delay.  



Poverty must be treaded like a public health crisis and it must be rooted out until our 
communities are made whole.  Massachusetts must become the first state in our 
nation that frees its people from the curse of poverty. 
 
As a concrete step toward creating the better Commonwealth that we envision, we 
will be soon propose a practical legislative package that we call the Community 
Revitalization Initiative.  It will give the specific first steps that will advance us 
toward to goals of the Economic Bill of Rights.  
 
INVOLVING THE RIGHT PLAYERS 
 
As we seek to fulfill the promise of the Economic Bill of Rights it is important to 
engage with nonprofit groups,  locally owned businesses, and local communities at 
the neighborhood level.  All too often we find that government initiatives coming 
from Beacon Hill are designed to push local entities to the sidelines and enable quick 
profits by some outside business.  The community finds itself grappling with an 
inappropriate project that will be cancelled if it doesn't provide enough profits for 
some enterprise with insider contacts on Beacon Hill.  We want to see more projects 
that funnel investments through nonprofit community development groups and 
neighborhood councils which better understand what the community needs.  We 
want planning to consider the long term impacts on the community and not be 
dictated by hit-and-run entrepreneurs who will abandon the community as soon as 
they get their payday.  The backbone of a sound local economy should be smaller, 
locally-owned businesses that are integrated into the fabric of the community and 
are in it for the long haul. 
 
A NEW DAY 
 
Somewhere in Massachusetts today there is a child who will turn on their television 
set and see something that will make them dream of their future - of being an 
astronaut,  a doctor, a teacher, or maybe just a football hero.  But when they turn 
away from that television set to look at the world around them they see 
surroundings that crush dreams.  They see a life of poverty, broken families, 
unemployed parents, hunger, want, drugs, crime, and hopelessness.  Poverty grips 
the children that are the bright future of our Commonwealth and robs them of their 
potential.  This is a waste that we can no longer afford.  It is an affront to our human 
values that we can no longer tolerate.  Working together, with love in our hearts,  
our Commonwealth can become the first state in our nation that eradicates poverty 
and frees its people from the curse of economic desperation.  We invite the people of 
Massachusetts -  in honor of their own inner greatness and highest aspirations, to 
join with us in this noble task. 
 
- - - - - 
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